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QUESTION 1

While installing a three frame Synergy solution, only two of the frames are identified during the discovery 

process. 

What should you do to get resolution? 

A. Remove and re-insert the standby Composer. 

B. Issue a refresh command to the enclosure. 

C. Open the front panel Composer, and read the error message. 

D. Validate Frame link Module topology. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer boots to the HPE Smart Scripting toolkit Via PXE to automatically configure their new systems. They are
moving to a new data center which has a policy that PXE boot will boot not be allowed in the environment. 

What is the closest running alternative to use when deploying Gen 10 in their new data center? 

A. ILO Federation running the smart scripting Toolkit scripts. 

B. ILO RESTfull API running the smart scripting scripts 

C. insight Control server provisioning running the smart Scripting toolkit scripts in a build plan 

D. HTTP/HTTP Boot to the smart scripting Toolkit 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer plans to expand in the future to an HPE synergy installation with SAS connectivity. What should you explain
to the customer regarding SAS connectivity? 

A. External storage device can be connected to the SAS Synergy Switches if they installed prior Computer
configuration. 

B. SAS connectivity will require additional licenses. 

C. it will be not possible to add SAS connectivity to the existing environment if the logical enclosure is configured. 

D. SAS connectivity is supported only the first fabric, so it should not be used for any other connections. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What is a benefit NVMe technology? 

A. optimized SMB workloads 

B. minimized network bandwidth 

C. low application costs 

D. low latency data access 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to implement HP Synergy with 20GP connectivity. What should architect emphasize during meeting
with this customer? 

A. A maximum frames can be slacked together when 20GB connectivity is required 

B. SAS connectivity must be installed in each frame 

C. A Composer must be installed in each frame 

D. 20 GB connectivity will require additional license applied to the downlink ports 

Correct Answer: C 
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